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MANAGING DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES
With over 23 years in the legal placement
industry, Brian Siegel has been a highly
successful recruiter. He attended Columbia
Law School and practiced for 10.5 years.
He is also the author of the highly regarded
12-book series entitled “Siegel’s Answers
to Essay and Multi Choice Questions.”
Brian is the Managing Director of BCG’s
Century City office. He handles associate
and partnership placements pertaining to
all specialties throughout California and the
Western United States.
Brian has a consistent track record of
success with his candidates. Even during
economic downturns, he has obtained
placements for his candidates. Brian’s
success is engendered by his close
contacts with law firm partners, combined
with a respectful, thorough approach to
effectuating his candidate’s objectives. The
Recruitment Coordinators at many firms
have complimented Brian with respect to
his cover letters, prompt responses and

interview preparation for the attorneys he
has represented.
Mr. Siegel was born and raised in Brooklyn,
New York City. He attended college at
Syracuse University where he graduated
Phi Beta Kappa and Magna Cum Laude.
After college, Brian attended Columbia
Law School. There, he was designated a
Harlan Fisk Stone Scholar for academic
excellence.
For almost 11 years, Brian operated a
writing course for the CA Bar. This program
was recommended by many firms to their
associates who failed to pass on their
initial attempt. Brian transitioned into legal
recruiting 23 years ago after assisting two
of his Bar Review students in finding new
jobs. Brian joined BCG in 1995 because
of its stellar reputation. He was impressed
with BCG’s Internet and technology
capabilities, which he recognized had
become critical for legal recruiters.

CONTACT INFO

1901 Avenue of the Stars
2nd Floor
Los Angeles, CA, 90067
email brians@bcgsearch.com
toll-free 800-298-6440
fax
323-375-0590
EDUCATION

J.D., Columbia Law School
PERSONAL LIFE

Mr. Siegel stays active by swimming
and playing hoops with friends at his
local YMCA. He has two grown sons and
four grandchildren. His oldest son is head
of ticket sales for the Dodgers (Mr. Siegel is
a fan but remains loyal to the Yankees). His
youngest son is a social worker who spent
27 months as a Peace Corps volunteer in
Mali, Africa.

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS FOR BRIAN SIEGEL

“From the first day that I began
“Brian Siegel and Janet Lynn make
working with Brian and Lynn, they
a fantastic team. They helped guide
were incredibly knowledgeable,
me through the entire job search
kind, and supportive. They gave me
and had great tips, especially about
invaluable advice and answered all of interviewing. I was completely satisfied
my questions throughout the process. with my experience. If the need arose,
Brian and Lynn worked very hard in
I would definitely use them again.
finding every opportunity that could
They were insightful, attentive, and
be a good fit for me. They are highly
extremely pleasant to work with. I
regarded and well connected in the
highly recommend them.”
legal community, so I knew that I was
—Anonymous Attorney
in good hands. Brian and Lynn placed
me at a law firm that is the perfect fit
for me given my career aspirations
and I am very grateful for all their
help.”
—Alyssa Ohanian
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SELECTED ARTICLES

Siegel’s Answers to Essay and Multiple
Choice Questions

Interview Preparation Techniques
Rules of Engagement: Tips for Working with
a Legal Recruiter
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Graduated magna cum laude and Phi Beta
Kappa from Syracuse University
Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar for academic
excellence at Columbia Law School
Former attorney at Buchalter Nemer
Author of well-known California State Bar
Exam legal writing course

